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Know the 4 Other Types of Pivot Points 

There are 4 other ways to calculate for pivot points as well: 

 

Woodie Pivot Point 

R2 = PP + High – Low 

R1 = (2 X PP) – Low 

PP = (H + L + 2C) / 4 

S1 = (2 X PP) – High 

S2 = PP – High + Low 

C – Closing Price, H – High, L – Low 

As you may have noticed the Woodies Pivot calculation is quite different than the standard pivot points 

formula. One of the primary differences is that the Woodie’s formula puts more weight on the closing 

price. Notice that the Pivot Point (PP) calculation involves multiplying the closing price by 2, and then 

adding the High and Low. From this you would divide by 4 to get the PP level. This might sound a bit 

confusing at first, but essentially it works similar to an Exponential Moving Average, where the latter 

data is weighted more heavily than the earlier data. Also as a side note, you will often find in the FX 

market that the opening price is the same as the closing price. This is due to the fact that FX markets 

trade 24 hours a day. 
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Because they have different formulas, levels obtained through the Woodie calculations are very different 

from those gotten through the standard method. Some traders prefer to use the Woodie formulas 

because they give more weight to the closing price of the previous period. 

Camarilla Pivot Point 

Camarilla Pivot Points were invented by Nick Scott in the late 1980’s. They are similar in concept to 

Woodie’s in that they use the prior day’s closing price and range to compute the levels. But instead of 2 

Resistance levels, and 2 Support levels, the Camarilla equation calls for 4 resistance levels and 4 support 

levels. Add to that the Pivot Point level, and there are a total of 9 levels plotted for Camarilla. Also, an 

interesting part of the Camarilla equation is that a special multiplier is included in the formula. 

R4 = C + ((H-L) x 1.5000) 

R3 = C + ((H-L) x 1.2500) 

R2 = C + ((H-L) x 1.1666) 

R1 = C + ((H-L) x 1.0833) 

PP = (H + L + C) / 3 
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S1 = C – ((H-L) x 1.0833) 

S2 = C – ((H-L) x 1.1666) 

S3 = C – ((H-L) x 1.2500) 

S4 = C – ((H-L) x 1.5000) 

C – Closing Price, H – High, L – Low 

As you can see, we have a total of 4 Resistance levels, and a total of 4 Support Levels. Many intraday 

traders utilize the Camarilla levels to fade price moves when then reach the R3 or S3 level. The idea is 

that the markets are cyclical in nature, and that a strong price move from the prior session, should tend 

to revert back within its value range the following day. Stops could be placed at the R4 or S4 levels. If, 

however, price action continues beyond the R4 or S4 level, then a stop and reverse can be initiated in 

anticipation for a strong trend day and continued price move beyond the R4 or S4 level. 

 

Because of this, it’s possible that resistance levels could be below the pivot point or support levels could 

be above it. 
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Fibonacci Pivot Point 

Fibonacci studies such as retracements, extensions, and projections are quite popular in the Forex 

market. The primary Fibonacci levels that traders watch most closely are the 38.2% and 61.8% 

retracement levels. But did you know that you could incorporate these Fibonacci levels into a Pivot Point 

calculation as well? In fact, it is very similar to the Standard pivot points, with the additional inclusion of 

the 38.2% and 61.8% and 100% ratios. 

R3 = PP + ((High – Low) x 1.000) 

R2 = PP + ((High – Low) x .618) 

R1 = PP + ((High – Low) x .382) 

PP = (H + L + C) / 3 

S1 = PP – ((High – Low) x .382) 

S2 = PP – ((High – Low) x .618) 

S3 = PP – ((High – Low) x 1.000) 

C – Closing Price, H – High, L – Low 

Fibonacci pivot point levels are determined by first calculating the pivot point like you would the 

standard method. Next, multiply the previous day’s range with its corresponding Fibonacci level. Most 

traders use the 38.2%, 61.8% and 100% retracements in their calculations. Finally, add or subtract the 

figures you get to the pivot point and you’ve got your Fibonacci pivot point levels! 
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The logic behind this is that many traders like using the Fibonacci ratios. People use it for retracement 

levels, moving averages, etc. 

 

Denmark Pivot Point 

Demark Pivot points were introduced by Tom Demark, a famous technical analyst and trader. Demark 

Pivots are very different from other types of Pivot Points that we have discussed thus far. These pivot 

points have a conditional nature based on the relationship between the opening price and the closing 

price.  Demark uses the number X to compute the upper resistance level and the lower support line. 

Here is how you calculate Demark Pivot Points: 

If C > O, then X = (2 x H) + L + C 

If C < O, then X = H + (2 x L) + C 

If C = O, then X = H + L + (2 x C) 

PP = X/4 

R1 = X/2 – Low 
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S1 = X/2 – High 

C – Closing Price, O – Opening Price, H – High, L – Low 

Demark Pivot Points place more emphasis on the recent price action. Many Demark traders use. Demark 

Pivot Points in conjunction with TD lines to find intraday support and resistance levels in the market. TD 

lines are much more objective than traditional trend lines. They are drawn from left to right based on 

the demand points in an uptrend and supply points in a downtrend. The objective is to find points along 

the TD line that are most likely prone to a breakout move. 
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